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Management fee offsets grow as LPs pay closer attention

What percentage of your transaction, monitoring or any type of investment-related fee 
received by an affiliated entity is offset against your management fee?

Most firms that charge investment-related fees via 

affiliated entities now offset more than half against 

their management fees

Once enforcement actions commenced, LPs 

began to pay attention to the items they were 

being charged, such as monitoring fees, 

finance fees and closing fees. The number of 

firms charging those fees has decreased and 

a large proportion of firms began to institute 

management fee offsets, reducing the cost 

passing through to the LPs

Source: Private Funds CFO Fees & Expenses Survey 2020



Preferential rates to LPs participating in first
close of the successor fund

Eliminate or reduce management fees for
previous fund once successor fund hits hard-cap

Preferential rates on successor fund to reupping
LPs

Adjustments to rates on previous fund to
reupping LPs
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19% 81%

16% 84%

12% 88%

Yes No

Managers address concerns over fees on successor funds

How do management fees on successor funds relate to management fees in the 
previous fund?

Transparency in the market means LPs can now 

expect not to be charged fees on a successor 

fund until the manager starts to step down the 

fees charged in the first fund

There are two ways we see that step-down in 

fees in the first fund occurring: some managers 

will charge the same rate but it is on invested 

rather than committed capital, so in essence 

the fees have come down. Others charge the 

rate on commitments but reduce the rate 

charged on commitments. In both cases, 

managers are lowering the rate they are 

charging in the original fund
Source: Private Funds CFO Fees & Expenses Survey 2020



LPAs are evolving on the subject of fund extensions and restructuring

What does your LPA provide about the management fee charged in an extension period?Most agreements include a defined rate for 

management fees charged during extension 

periods, but once funds go past those extensions, 

about 70% of funds are negotiating fees at the 

time of the extension

Negotiating at the time of extension is always 

problematic because you are trying to negotiate the 

extension and the fee for that extension 

simultaneously. As funds exceed the extension 

periods allowed in the LPA these extension fee 

discussions have become more widespread. 

Attorneys tell me they are adding wording detailing 

the fee structure past the extension period

Source: Private Funds CFO Fees & Expenses Survey 2020

Did you stipulate in your LPA the fee and expense arrangements if your fund life is 
extended beyond the extension periods allowed in the LPA?

50% 17% 5% 18% 10%

Provided for, same rate continues Provided for, reduced rate applies Provided for, no management fee absent approval from LPA/LP

Not provided for, expectation is that it is negotiated at the time Not provided for, expectation is that the same rate will continue

26% 4% 70%

Yes, and it is the same as the extensions periods in the LPA Yes, but it is reduced from the extension periods in the LPA

No, it is negotiated at the time of extension



Broken deal fees under pressure from investors

In terms of broken-deal expenses, which of the following applies to you?

As recently as 2016, broken-deal fees were charged to the fund by over 80% of GPs surveyed. Yet by 2020 that figure had fallen to under 70% in the 

face of pressure from LPs

Source: Private Funds CFO Fees & Expenses Survey 2020
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87% 13%

GPs put off co-investments by SEC scrutiny

Does your firm offer co-investments?In 2018, 87% of firms had co-investments,  but by 

2020 that figure had dropped to 75%, despite 

both GPs and LPs generally being in favor of the 

advantages of co-investing

The SEC concerns about cherry-picking LPs to 

participate in co-investments forced GPs to include 

all LPs in the process. I can only conclude that since 

GPs now have to offer those opportunities to all LPs 

equally, some managers might have decided it is 

logistically difficult to get responses back from all 

LPs in a timely manner. Therefore, they decided not 

to offer them
Source: Private Funds CFO Fees & Expenses Survey 2020
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Click to read on

For more on our discussion with Withum, check out the complete Q&A here.
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